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Current Release Notes - Quantrix Modeler 

Quantrix Modeler 19.3.0 

Improvements in Version 19.3.0 

Data Import now supports the conversion of DataLinks to Data Import: the Data menu includes a new 
option, Convert to a Data Import, allowing you to open a DataLink model and convert the DataLinks to 

Data Import (QM-22309, 22310, QM-23480). Please see webhelp for details. See related known issue 
QM-23484. 

The Modeler toolbar has been improved to better support the Data Import update options: the Update 
and Update all toolbar buttons are separate, and offer better tooltips (QM-23414) 

Data Import includes a powerful new category linking feature: You can now drag a data import 
category to a matrix that has a different data source and contains a category of the same name and 

type, and have the matrices update with row items from that field in both matrices (QM-23415).  This 
feature, which allows you to link categories among data sources, might be useful if you have a 
database with multiple tables, each of which reference the same type of field (for example, a product 

field), and you want the product data to be pulled in from all the data sources and updated in the 
product field in the model.  Product data from each source is pulled into different rows.  

If a data import creates an import matrix with exactly one data item, you can right-click on the Item 
category and choose Data Import > Hide Item Category. When you exit configuration mode, the 
grayed out item category is removed from view, but you can re-enter configuration mode, right-click 

the grayed out item category, choose Data Import and click Hide Item Category to remove the Hide 
check mark and restore the item category (QM-22667) See related known issue QM-23439. 

Data Import now supports the ability (found in DataLink/DataPush) to create a Data Item Category. 
Do this by right-clicking on a non-data import category and choosing Configure > Data Item Category, 

provided the matrix has only 2 categories, neither of which is an item category (QM-22965) 

Data Import now supports importing data directly from a SQL query into a view, via Query using SQL 
(QM-22306). Your SQL query builds a data source and the data tree indicates that it is a SQL 
View.  Note that if you edit a SQL-based data source created in earlier versions of Data Import you 
may see some messages as the newer version creates a SQL View (QM-23493). This is a one-time 

validation, and the types of messages you see are most likely to be about summarizations that are not 
applicable to SQL, and messages from fields that are missing due to your edits. See related known 
issue QM-22306.  

To support Data Import, the identification and visual indication of Primary Keys in data operations has 

been improved (QM-23485) 

Data Import supports conversion of Data Table DataLinks with valid database keys to Data Import 
Primary Keys with labels and multiple keys (QM-23481)   

Data Import now automatically updates (if Live Preview is invoked) or marks as needing updates 
(yellow mark on matrix icon), all related data import matrices when a data source or import options 
are edited (QM-23249). When History or All Rows with Append is set, the matrix is marked as needing 

updates. 

Data Import's Data Browser is improved and lets you switch between open data import matrices with 
a single-click on the related query in the data browser, or using arrow keys (QM-23504) 

Opening models saved in 19.3.0 or better that contain many Data Imports is significantly faster (QM-
23558). Models with many Data Imports that were saved in prior versions may be very slow to open. 
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Communication between Modeler and Qloud has been improved regarding the Check Out process and 
authentication, and occasional errors should no longer display (QM-23276) 

Code has been optimized to populate and show model lists that are used for Check Out and for 

selection of Qloud models for Data Import much more quickly  (QWC-3670) 

Modeler now supports the selection of the system default encoding, Windows-1252, in Windows in the 
drop-down lists shown in Data Import's advanced configuration for text data source, DataLink to Text 
data source, in Data Import's Advanced configuration for text data source, and in File > Export to 
Delimited Text (QM-21648). MAC's default was already included as a selection. 

For usability, references to "Locale" have been changed to "Region" in Options/Preferences and dialogs 

including text and XML data imports, and Number Format (QM-23543) 

Significant Fixes in Version 19.3.0 

To fix the performance issues when running Quantrix on OS X with certain other accessibility 
applications, the Java version has been rolled back (QM-23533, QM-23469, F0112879), see related 
Known Issue for QM-23533. 

Formulas containing a function with a comment within a closing parenthesis at the end of a formula no 

longer add closing parentheses each time the formula is calculated or the model is saved and reloaded 
(QM-23418). See related known issue for QM-23418.  

Data Import's replace rows algorithm, used during Update, is improved and rows are inserted in the 
correct order when doing an update (QM-21258) 

When installing Modeler, Windows 10 Defender no longer warns that the Quantrix Modeler installer is 

unrecognized (QM-23450) 

When creating Custom Fields during database operations, Modeler now correctly maintains the user's 
Custom Field name exactly as entered (QM-20015, F0074757) 

When printing a canvas in Landscape mode, text on the canvas (item names and text in cells) now 
prints correctly whether printing to a printer or generating a PDF (QM-23460, F0112890, F0113050, 
F0113132, F0113823) 

Modeler should no longer freeze if a chart view is resized too small, such as when no portion of the 

chart title is visible (QM-22223, F0096304) 

A permission-related error, 'Default Role does not have required grant', no longer occurs when 
opening models containing snapped matrices on a canvas (QM-22600). 

Errors no longer occur in Modeler when saving or publishing to Qloud when a user with partial 
permissions drags matrices/views and then saves or publishes (QM-23559, F00113989) 

Constrain Input Dialog now takes into account separator settings in preferences when displaying 
numbers (QM-19610) 

Data Imports created from files (such as csv) now retain Date/Time format changes made in Configure 

Dimension correctly (QM-20588,  F0077098) 

Item names are now imported correctly during DataLinks to intra-model data and no longer enclose 
item names containing numbers and characters in single quotes (QM-23461) 

DataLink and Data Import now show Japanese characters from a text file correctly in the previews and 
matrices when the Japanese Windows OS default encoding is used (QM-22806) 

Tools > Options (on MAC, Modeler Preferences) for Proxy Settings now correctly saves and retains the 

Use proxy settings check box selection (QM-22689) 
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Known Issues in Version 19.3.0 

Due to the roll back of the Java version on OS X (QM-23533), it is possible that users may have 

trouble connecting to data sources if those data sources have more recent security certificates. 

If you omit the closing parenthesis in a function where the last argument is a string literal containing 

"//", Quantrix inserts a closing parenthesis before the "//" that displays incorrectly, isn't properly 
closed, and Quantrix adds another parenthesis each time the formula is calculated (QM-23418)   

If you copy and paste a Data Import Matrix containing a hidden item category, the pasted matrix 
shows the hidden item category (QM-23439) 

Using a custom SQL query for a Data Import data source in some databases (Oracle, SQLServer and 

others) may not return primary keys in the query (QM-22306, QM-23484) 

In a DataLink using Fixed Width files, if you assign column names using Column name override, the 
column name you assign shows in the Preview Pane but not in the data matrix (QM-23534) 

In certain rare cases, making changes to hidden import categories, leaving configuration mode and 
using Undo may result in an exception (QM-23499) 

When using the Clipboard for a Data Import, Undo is not available after importing the clipboard 
contents (QM-23575) 

When a DataLink whose database source includes certain data types is converted to Data Import, 

some aggregation functions (summarizers) may not be supported by the database and may give an 
error (for example, operand data type <xyz> invalid for <summarization type> operator) (QM-23552, 
QM-23555). JDBC types such as BIT, BOOLEAN, ROWID, classified as Integer may not be supported. 

JDBC types related to aggregation that are supported by databases include SUM, MAX, MIN, COUNT. 

When updating an intermodel data import, if the other model has unresolved data sources you may be 
prompted to resolve them via a "Locate File" dialog. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


